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I was finally able to take some time to consider the final policy statement 
from the EU conference this past week. l acknowledge I do not come to 
this question as an unbiased observer. I have actively worked to support 
the NPU and have promoted their plainly stated agenda that the Nineveh 
Plain should become a province under the central government of Iraq. I 
support this policy precisely because this political framework would 
preserve the greatest degree of Political power for Assyrians in Iraq and it 
is what people on the ground who are not in a patronage relationship with 
the KRG actually support. 

Of course, I support the principle that the people of the Nineveh Plain 
should decide for themselves their long-term future, but then I support 
the structures and relief that would ensure these peoples' decisional 
autonomy. Before any such referendums for the long-term future of the 
Nineveh Plain are to be held, the people need to be resettled and get back 
on their feet with the rebuilding of their own institutions. If the people are 
the Nineveh Plain are to decide their own future, shouldn't they run the 
election? Shouldn't they have their own government that runs the 
election? 

A democratic process with true decisional autonomy requires a Nineveh 
Plain Province under the central government, then the resettlement, the 
economic development, and the maturing of a local provincial government 
and its governmental institutions, including a security structure. These are , 
the preconditions for a free and fair election, preconditions that will take 
several years to take hold, and preconditions that only start with a 
Nineveh Plain Province under the central government. 

So with that said, I was curious to examine whether the policy outcome 
favors the policy agenda I think is in the best interest of the Assyrian 
people: 

First, on security, it contemplates the KRG and Peshmerga having control 
over the unified security force. The KRG had primary responsibility for the 
security of the Nineveh Plain. They disarmed us and abandoned us. If the 
intent is for security to be by the people of the Nineveh Plain, then 
whatever security apparatus is developed should not b_e under the 
supervision otthe KRG. This should not be the case unless and not before 
the Nineveh Plain is formally annexed to the KRG. Yet by creating this 
structure, it allows the KRG to insert itself into the affairs of the people of 
the Nineveh Plain. 

If security is under the supervision of the KRG, the KRG gets a veto over 
security efforts, even if acting through other Assyrians. Moreover, there 
are well-documented, independently sourced instances of voter 
disenfrancement of Assyrians by the KRG and its security elements. Given 
the publicly stated agenda of the KRG to annex the Nineveh Plain, l find 
this proposed security structure highly biased, and one that sets the stage 
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decide, and that was the key princip.le goal aspired to before the 
conference began, it seems more than odd that the fssue of a referendum 
is not address.ed squarely as its own section in the policy document. 
There are only two passing references to a referendum: 

The first is in the Iraqi constitutional reference to becoming a region, that 
a Province can have a referendum to become a region. Presumably thfs 
means the Nineveh Plain could become a region vis a vis the KRG. This 
sounds great, but this is not new language. Its. the Iraqi constitution, and 
its precisely this legal structure that should rnotivate As5Yrians seeking 
greater political control to create a Nineveh Plain Province under the 
central government because the province is the constitutional first step to 
greater political autonomy as a regional government in Iraq. 

But then what follows is totally curious: a reference to Article 35 of the 
KRG constitution (an article which has yet to be implemented for any 
group) followed by a plea for the Government of Iraq to work in this spirit. 
The only reason to include this reference to Article 35 in this context is to 
imply a referendum be held to jorn the KRG and become a "reg1on" within 
the KRG. Basically, this insertion attempts to redefine what a region 
means. This conception of a region in a region.lacks a legal foundation, 
which ls why the Iraqi Government is being asked to embrace the spirit of 
Article 35, and in so doing, ignore their own constitution. 

The second reference to a referendum is for the international coalition to 
work with the KRG and Gol to recognize the Interim Nineveh Pl<iin Council 
and plan a referendum. Again, the KRG should have no role in either the 
Nineveh Plain Council or the referendum, especially if the content of the 
referendum is to join the KRG as a region in a region. The involvement of 
the KRG in a referendum for ~e people of the Nineveh Plain is a clear 
conflict of interest and undermines the precept that the people of the 
Nineveh Plain should and will decide their future. 

And then there is no mention of the timing of the referendum either. We all 
know the l<RG is calling for a referendum in September and is calling for 
the·referel'ldum to include the people of the Nineveh Plain to decide the 
future of the Nineveh Plain. This silence on timing certainly opens the door 
to the KRG's plan of a rapid referendum before the resettlement and 
institutional and econor'l)Jc development that are necessary preconditions 
for any free and fair referendum. 

So, on closer examination, the policy document does nothing to move the 
ball forvi.iard on some key questions of controver5Y in the ongoing oonfHct 
for control of the Nineveh Plain. Will the Nineveh Plains be a province 
under the central government or will it be a region in a region of the KRG? I 
can't tell from thls statement. When will a referendum be he!d? After the 
people are back on their feet or while they're stiU living in caravans 
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But on two key points there is clarity. The security structure of the 
Nineveh Plain V\lould be under the partial supervision of the KRG, thus 
exerting a veto on security affairs. And the interim Nineveh Plain Council 
would be under the partial supervision of the KRG, thus exerting a veto on 
political affairs. If the goal was to have the people o,f the Nineveh Plain 
decide their fate on their own terms with their decisional autonomy and 
integrity fntact, this policy document falls short of that mark . 
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